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HH669922--0033CC
Straight

10mm Banjo

HH669933--0033CC
20 Degree

10mm Banjo

HH669944--0033CC
45 Degree

10mm Banjo

HH669955--0033CC
20 Degree Side
10mm Banjo

HH669933--0033CC--LLBB
20 / 20 Left
10mm Banjo

HH669933--0033CC--RRBB
20 / 20 Right
10mm Banjo

HH669977--0033CC
70 Degree

10mm Banjo

HH669988--0033CC
Double

10mm Banjo

HH669999--0033CC
90 Degree

10mm Banjo

HH770077--0033CC

Ferrule

HH669922--0033--0088CC

8mm Banjo

HH669922--0033--1111CC

11mm Banjo

HH669922--0033--1122CC

12mm Banjo

TTeeee

Small Tee Piece

EEllbbooww

Small Elbow

HH665500--0033CC
3/8N JIC Female

Convex Or Concave 

HH665500--3311CC
M10 x 1.00 Female
Convex Or Concave 

HH665500--3322CC
M10 x 1.25 Female
Convex Or Concave 

HH665533--0033CC
3/8N JIC 45 Deg

Convex Or Concave 

HH665533--3311CC
M10 x 1.00 45 Deg
Convex Or Concave 

HH665533--3322CC
M10 x 1.25 45 Deg

Convex Or Concave 

HH665544--0033CC
3/8N JIC 90 Deg

Convex Or Concave 

HH665544--3311CC
M10 x 1.00 90 Deg
Convex Or Concave 

HH665544--3322CC
M10 x 1.25 90 Deg
Convex Or Concave 

HH665511--0033CC
3/8N JIC Male

Convex Or Concave 

HH665511--3311CC
M10 x 1.00 Male

Convex Or Concave 

HH665511--3322CC
M10 x 1.25 Male

Convex Or Concave 

HH667733 // HH668833--0033CC
3/8N JIC 45 Deg 

Convex Or Concave 

HH667733 // HH668833--3311CC
M10 x 1.00 45 Deg
Convex Or Concave 

HH667733 // HH668833--3322CC
M10 x 1.25  45 Deg
Convex Or Concave 

HH667744 // HH668844--0033CC
3/8N JIC 90 Deg

Convex Or Concave 

HH667744 // HH668844--3311CC
M10 x 1.00 90 Deg
Convex Or Concave 

HH667744 // HH668844--3322CC
M10 x 1.00 90 Deg
Convex Or Concave 

HH665577 // HH665588--0033CC
3/8N JIC Male

Convex Or Concave 

HH665577 // HH665588--3311CC
M10 x 1.00 Male

Convex Or Concave 

HH665577 // HH665588--3322CC
M10 x 1.25 Male

Convex Or Concave 

HH665599--0033CC
3/8N JIC Male

Bulkhead

HH666699--3311CC
M10 x 1.00 Male

Bulkhead

HH666699--3322CC
M10 x 1.25 Male

Bulkhead

HH666633 // HH666644--0033CC
3/8N JIC Female

Convex Or Concave 

HH666633 // HH666644--3311CC
M10 x 1.00 Female
Convex Or Concave

HH666633 // HH666644--3322CC
M10 x 1.25 Female
Convex Or Concave 

HH666655 // HH666666--0033CC
3/8N JIC Female

Convex Or Concave 

HH666655 // HH666666--3311CC
M10 x 1.00 Female
Convex Or Concave

HH666655 // HH666666--3322CC
M10 x 1.25 Female
Convex Or Concave 

HH666600--3311CC
M10 x 1.00 Female

Fixed

HHSSPP220022
M10 x 1.00
Tee Piece

HHSSPP220033
M10 x 1.00

Elbow

HHSSPP--0011
3/8N JIC 

Harley Tee Bar

HHSSPP--0022
3/8N JIC 

Harley Take Off

HHSSPP--0033
3/8N JIC

Male Tee Piece

HH115500--0033CC
33//88NN JJIICC

Single Banjo Bolt

HH116600--3311CC
MM1100 xx 11..0000

Single Banjo Bolt

HH116600--3322CC
MM1100 xx 11..2255

Single Banjo Bolt

HH115511--0033CC
33//88NN JJIICC

Double Banjo Bolt

HH116611--3311CC
MM1100 xx 11..0000

Double Banjo Bolt

HH116611--3322CC
MM1100 xx 11..2255

Double Banjo Bolt

HH115500--0033--BBLLSS
3/8N JIC 

Brake Light Switch

HH116600--3311--BBLLSS
M10 x 1.00

Brake Light Switch

HH116600--3322--BBLLSS
M10 x 1.25

Brake Light Switch



HH115500--1111CC
7/16 x 24

Harley Top Bolt

HH115500--1122CC
M12 x 1.25

Harley Top Bolt

CCFFAA--11
M10 x 1.00

Radial MC Adapter

BBNNMM77xx110000
M7 x 1.00

Bleed Nipple

BBNNMM88xx112255
M8 x 1.25

Bleed Nipple

BBNNMM1100xx110000
M10 x 1.00

Bleed Nipple

HH88115500330033CC
3/8N JIC M/M

Convex To Concav

HH88115533113311CC
M10 x 1.00 M/M 

Convex To Concave 

HH88115533223322CC
M10 x 1.25 M/M

Convex To Concave 

SSSSCCBB SSMMAALLLL
M14 x 1.25

Cam Adapter

SSSSCCBB LLAARRGGEE
M16 x 1.50

Cam Adapter

HH660011
SShhoorrtt IInnsseerrtt
TTwwiinn SSeeaatt

HH660022
MMeeddiiuumm IInnsseerrtt

TTwwiinn SSeeaatt

HH660033
LLoonngg IInnsseerrtt
TTwwiinn SSeeaatt

HH660044
EExxtt LLoonngg IInnsseerrtt

TTwwiinn SSeeaatt

HH770077--CCLLEEAARR
Brake Line
-03 Clear 

HH770077--CCAARRBBOONN
Brake Line
-03 Carbo

HH770077--BBLLAACCKK
Brake Line
-03 Black

HH770077--PPUURRPPLLEE
Brake Line
-03 Purple

HH770077--OORRAANNGGEE
Brake Line
-03 Orange

HH770077--DDPP--PPUURRPPLLEE
Brake Line

-03 Deep Purple

HH770077--DDEENNIIMM--BBLLUUEE
Brake Line

-03 Denim Blue

HH770077--BBLLUUEE
Brake Line
-03 Blue

HH770077--NNEEOONN--BBLLUUEE
Brake Line

-03 Neon Blue

HH667700--3311CC
M10 x 1.00

Subaru Fitting 

HH666677--3311CC
M10 x 1.00

Subaru Fitting

HH667755--3311CC
M10 x 1.00
Civic Fitting

HH667722--3311CC
M10 x 1.00

Integra Fitting

HH777711--3311CC
M10 x 1.00 
Ford Fitting 

GGrroommmmeett
8mm Hole

Rubber

HHLLLL--000011NNYY
Nylon Locator

HHLLLL--000022NNYY
Nylon Locator

HHLLLL--000033NNYY
Nylon Locator

HHLLLL--000044NNYY
Nylon Locator

HHLLLL--000055NNYY
Nylon Locator

HHLLLL--000066NNYY
Nylon Locator

HHLLLL--000077NNYY
Nylon Locator

HHLLLL--000088NNYY
Nylon Locator

GGrroommmmeett
8mm Hole

Rubber

HH770077--YYEELLLLOOWW
Brake Line
-03 Yellow

HH770077--TTRRAANN--YYEELLLLOOWW
Brake Line

-03 Trans Yellow

HH770077--PPIINNKK
Brake Line
-03 Pink

HH770077--KKAAWW--GGRREEEENN
Brake Line

-03 Kawasaki Green

HH770077--TTRRAANN--GGRREEEENN
Brake Line

-03 Trans Green

HH770077--WWHHIITTEE
Brake Line
-03 White

HH770077--RREEDD
Brake Line

-03 Red

HH770077--TTRRAANN--RREEDD
Brake Line

-03 Trans Red

HH770077--SSIILLVVEERR
Brake Line
-03 Silver



HH669922--0044CC
10mm Banjo
Dash 4 Hose

HH669922--0044--1122CC
12mm Banjo
Dash 4 Hose

HH770077--0044CC
Ferrule

Dash 4 Hose

HH665500--0044CC
7/16N JIC

Dash 4 Hose

HH665533--0044CC
45 Degree 7/16N JIC

Dash 4 Hose

HH665544--0044CC
90 Degree 7/16N JIC

Dash 4 Hose

HH665588--0044CC
MM1100 xx 11..0000 MMaallee

Concave

HH666699--0044CC
MM1100 xx 11..0000 MMaallee
Convex Bulkhead

HH770077--0044--CCLLEEAARR
SShhoocckk HHoossee
--0044 CClleeaarr

HH770077--0044--BBLLUUEE
SShhoocckk HHoossee

--0044 BBlluuee

HH770077--0044--RREEDD
SShhoocckk HHoossee

--0044 RREEDD

HH770077--0044--BBLLAACCKK
SShhoocckk HHoossee
--0044 BBllaacckk

MMTTBB BBAANNJJOO
M6 x 1.00
Banjo -02

MMTTBB FFEERRRRUULLEE

Ferrule -02

MMTTBB BBOOLLTT
M6 x 1.00

Banjo Bolt -02

MMTTBB MMFF
M8 To M6

Fixed Female Male

MMTTBB MM66
M6 x 1.00

Fixed Male -02

MMTTBB MM88 
M8 x 0.75

Fixed Female -02

MMTTBB MM88  FFXX
M8 x 0.75

Fixed Male -02

MMTTBB MM88 SS
M8 x 0.75

Swivel Male -02

MMTTBB SSWWAAGGEE
Swage Jaws

Mountain Bike -02

HH0000 0066//0088//1100//1122//1166
Straight JIC Female
-06 / -08 / -10 / -12 / -16

HH4455 0066//0088//1100//1122//1166
45 Deg JIC Female

-06 / -08 / -10 / -12 / -16

HH9900 0066//0088//1100//1122//1166
90 Deg JIC Female

-06 / -08 / -10 / -12 / -16

HH1122 0066//0088//1100//1122//1166
120 Deg JIC Female
-06 / -08 / -10 / -12 / -16

HH1155 0066//0088//1100//1122//1166
150 Deg JIC Female
-06 / -08 / -10 / -12 / -16

HH1188 0066//0088//1100//1122//1166
180 Deg JIC Female
-06 / -08 / -10 / -12 / -16

HH777755MM1144//MM1166
Black Banjo Bolt

M14 x 1.5 or M16 x 1.5

HH777766MM1144//MM1166
Black Banjo Bolt

M14 x 1.5 or M16 x 1.5

GGSSXX11440000
Engine Take Offs

Aluminium

XXJJRR11330000
Engine Take Offs

Aluminium

GGSSXXRR
Engine Take Offs

Aluminium

CCBBRR11110000XXXX
Oil Line Flange

Small

CCBBRR11110000XXXX
Oil Line Flange

Large

GGSSXXRR
Head Cooler Take Off

Small

GGSSXXRR
Head Cooler Take Off

Large

HHOOAA--0044
Crankcase Breather

Honda CBR

HHOOAA--0044
Crankcase Breather

Yamaha

HHOOAA--0044
Crankcase Breather

Suz GSF / GSXR / EFE

HHOOAA--0044
Crankcase Breather
Kawasaki / Suz GS

HHOOAA--0055
Oil Cooler Bracket

Upper

HHOOAA--0055
Oil Cooler Bracket

Lower

HHHHEE--0044
-04 Hose Finisher
Red Or Chrome

HHHHEE--0066
-06 Hose Finisher
Red Or Chrome

HHHHEE--0088
-08 Hose Finisher
Red Or Chrome

HHHHEE--1100
-10 Hose Finisher
Red Or Chrome

HHHHEE--1122
-12 Hose Finisher
Red Or Chrome

HHHHEE--1166
-16 Hose Finisher
Red Or Chrome

HHHHSS--SSiizzee RReeqquuiirreedd
Hose Seperator

Red / Chrome / Blue

VViiccee JJaawwss
Aluminium
Vice Jaws



Cut hose to required length
using cutters supplied. 

Remove 8mm of the outer 
protective pvc cover from each
end of the hose assembly.

Push the ferrule �H707-03C�
onto the hose making sure that
the inner disc is sat right the
way down on top of the cut
hose.

Locate the tip of the fitting just
inside the teflon tube and push
fitting into the hose.  

When the fitting has seated 
inside the ferrule the ferrule
should not be able to be moved
up or down the hose.

Set required alignment of the
fittings and then swage both
ends to 7.9mm on the HEL 
Swager. Pressure Test.

Cut hose to required length
using suitable fine tooth 
hacksaw or cut off machine. 
Remove any debris from inside
the hose. 

Seperate two parts of oil line 
fitting on a clean flat surface.
The socket is rreedd and the fitting
is bblluuee.

Hold the socket in aluminium
vice jaws and insert the hose
into the end of the socket. 
Rotate the hose clockwise
whilst pushing into socket.

Hose will seat under ledge 
inside the socket. 

Holding the fitting in the vice
jaws, lubricate the nipple and
start to thread the socket onto
the fitting taking care not to
cross thread.

Finish tightening the socket
onto the fitting by using a 
suitable spanner. Leave a 2mm
gap between socket and fitting.
Pressure Test.

Due to the design of the HEL
fitting they can be aligned
AFTER swaging if required to
take out any kink in the line
found during installation

Prior to pressurising you can
hold the ferrule in a suitable pair
of grips and rotate the fitting to
required angle.

A single banjo bolt requires two
copper washers - one each side of
the banjo. 

A double banjo bolt requires
three copper washers - one each
side of each banjo 
fitting. 

Cut hose to  suit your system
using sharp cable cutters or a
small  hacksaw. This pvc cover
comes off easily without force

Carefully remove 8mm of the
outer  pvc cover from each end
of the hose by using a sharp
blade.

Gently push the ferrule onto
Make sure the lip of the 
ferrule sits on top of the hose.

Push a small bradawl into the
hose to make the tube as round
as possible. Push the hose tail
into the centre of the ferrule
until it is fully in.

Place ferrule into the swaging
jaws supplied with the kit so
that the whole ferrule sits inside
the swaging jaws.

Place in the middle of a vice as
shown. Tighten the vice fully
until both swaging jaws are 1 - 2
mm apart - swaging is complete.
Pressure Test.



Cert no. TT-COC-002340

TTeerrmmss aanndd CCoonnddiittiioonnss

11.. IInntteerrpprreettaattiioonn

1.1 In these conditions :

�Buyer� means the person who accepts a quotation of the Seller for the sale of Goods or whose order for Goods is accepted by the Seller
�Conditions� means these standard terms and conditions of sale �Contract� means the Contract for the purchase and sale of the Goods
�Goods� means the Goods �including any installment of the Goods or any parts for them� which the Seller is to supply in accordance with these 
conditions
�Seller� means Hose-Equip Limited of Lower Trelake Business Park Tedburn Road Whitestone Exeter
�Seller�s Goods� means any Goods manufactured by the Seller
�Writing� includes telex cable facsimile and electronic transmission, and comparable means of communication

1.2 Any reference in these Terms and Conditions to any provision of statute shall be construed as a reference to that provision as amended re-enacted
or extended at the relevant time

22 BBaassiiss OOff TThhee SSaallee

2.1 The Seller shall sell and the Buyer shall purchase Goods in accordance with any quotation of the Seller which is accepted by the Buyer or any order
of the Buyer which is accepted by the Seller subject in either case to these Conditions which shall govern the Contract to the exclusion of any other
Terms and Conditions. No variation to these Conditions shall be binding unless agreed in writing between the authorised representatives of the Buyer
and the Seller.

2.2 The Seller�s employees or agents are not authorised to make any representations concerning the Goods.

2.3 Any typographical clerical or other error or omission in any sales literature quotation price list acceptance of offer invoice or other document or
information issued by the Seller may be corrected by the Seller without any liability on the part of the Seller.

33 OOrrddeerrss aanndd SSppeecciiffiiccaattiioonnss

3.1 The quantity quality and description of and any specification for the Goods shall be those set out in the Seller�s quotation �if accepted by the Buyer�
or the Buyer�s order �if accepted by the Seller�

3.2 If the Goods are to be manufactured or any process is to be applied to the Goods by the Seller in accordance with a 
specification submitted by the Buyer �Mthe ServicesN� the Buyer shall indemnify the Seller against all loss damages costs and expenses awarded against
or incurred by the Seller in connection with or paid or agreed to be paid by the Seller in settlement of any claim for infringement of any patent copyright
design trade mark or other industrial or intellectual property rights of any other person which results from the Seller�s us of the Buyer�s specification.

3.3 The Seller reserves the right to make any changes in the specification of the Goods or manner of delivery of the Services which are required to 
conform with any applicable statutory or regulatory requirements.

3.4 No order which has been accepted by the Seller may be cancelled by the Buyer except with the agreement in writing of the Seller and on terms
that Buyer shall indemnify the Seller in full against all loss �including loss of profit� costs �including the cost of all labour and materials used� damages
charges and expenses incurred by the Seller as a result of cancellation.

44 PPrriiccee ooff tthhee GGooooddss//SSeerrvviicceess

4.1 The price of Goods shall be the Seller�s quoted price or where no price has been quoted �or a quoted price is no longer valid� the price listed in the
Seller�s published catalogue or price list current at the date of despatch of the Goods. All prices quotations or estimates are subject to alteration without
notice.

4.2 The Seller reserves the right by giving notice to the Buyer at any time before delivery of the Goods to increase the price of the Goods to reflect any
increase in the cost to the Seller which is due to any factor beyond the control of the Seller.

4.3 Where the Seller agrees to deliver the Goods otherwise than at the Seller�s premises the Buyer shall be liable to pay the Seller�s charges
for transport packaging and insurance.

4.4 The price is exclusive of any applicable value added tax which the Buyer shall be additionally liable to pay the Seller.

55 TTeerrmmss ooff PPaayymmeenntt

5.1 The Seller shall be entitled to invoice the Buyer for the price of the Goods on or at any time after acceptance of order.

5.2 The Buyer shall pay the price of the Goods in cleared funds on delivery.

5.3 If the Buyer fails to make any payment on the due date then without prejudice to any other right remedy available to the Seller the Seller shall be
entitled to :

5.3:1 cancel the Contract or suspend further deliveries of Goods

5.3:2 appropriate any payment made by the Buyer to such of the Goods �or the Goods supplied under any other Contract between the Buyer and the
Seller� provided as the Seller may think fit �notwithstanding any purported appropriation by the Buyer�; and/or

5.3:3 charge the Buyer interest �both before and after any judgement� on the amount unpaid at the rate of 2% per cent per annum above Barclays Bank
base rate from time to time until payment in full is made �a part of a month being treated as a whole month for the purposes of calculating interest�.

66 DDeelliivveerryy

6.1 Delivery of the Goods shall be made by the Seller at premises specified by the Buyer

6.2 Any dates quoted for delivery of the Goods or provision of the Services are approximate only and the Seller shall not be liable for any delay in
delivery of the Goods or provision of the Services however caused. Time for delivery shall not be the essence of the Contract.

6.3 The Seller shall not be liable for any loss, direct or indirect incurred by the Buyer as a result of any delay in delivery or a failure to deliver.

6.4 Partial loss or damage to a delivery of the Goods must be notified within 3 days of delivery. Non-delivery must be notified within 14 days of the
date of despatch to both the Seller and any carrier.

77 RRiisskk aanndd PPrrooppeerrttyy

7.1 Risk of damage to or loss of the Goods shall pass to the Buyer

7.1.1 in the case of Goods for delivery to the Seller�s premises at the time when the Seller notifies the Buyer that the Goods are available for collection; or

7.1.2 in the case of Goods being delivered otherwise than at the Seller�s premises �delivery by the Seller� at the time of delivery or if the Buyer wrongfully
fails to take delivery of the Goods at the time the Seller has tendered delivery of the Goods; or

7.1.3 in the case of Goods delivered by an independent carrier �not being an employee of the Seller� at the time the Seller has tendered the Goods to
the carrier; or

7.2 The property of the Goods shall not pass to the Buyer until the Seller has received in cash or cleared funds payment in full of the price of the Goods
and/or all other Goods or Services agreed to be sold by the Seller to the Buyer for which payment is then due.

7.3 Until such time as the property in the Goods passes to the Buyer �and provided the Goods are still in existence and have not been resold� the Seller
shall be entitled at any time to require the Buyer to deliver up the Goods to the Seller and if the Buyer fails to do so forthwith to enter upon any
premises of the Buyer or any third party where the Goods are stored and repossess the Goods at the Buyers expense. a hire charge at the Seller�s current
rate may be levied for the period the Goods were in the Buyer�s possession.
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8.1 Subject to the conditions set out below the Seller warrants that the Seller�s Goods will correspond with their specification and will be free from 
defects in material and workmanship at the time of delivery.

8.2 The above warranty is given by the Seller subject to the following conditions:

8.2.1 the Seller shall be under no liability in respect of any defect arising from fair wear and tear wilful damage negligence abnormal operating conditions
failure to follow the Seller�s or manufacturers instructions �including without limitation, failure to follow any instructions given regarding the 

installation, connection or maintenance of the Goods� or misuse of the Seller�s Goods without the Seller�s approval.

8.2.2 the Seller shall be under no liability under the above warranty �or any other warranty condition or guarantee� if the total price for the Goods has
not been paid by the due date for payment.

8.2.3 the Seller shall be under no liability under the above warranty �or any other warranty condition or guarantee� if the Seller�s Goods have been 
altered or repaired in any manner outside of the Seller�s premises.

8.2.4 the Seller shall be under no liability in respect of any defect arising from use of the Seller�s Goods in racing conditions or from modifications made
to them.

8.3 The Seller shall be under no liability under brands other than the Seller�s or any unbranded Goods not of the Seller�s manufacture. Such Goods are
sold subject to the conditions and guarantee �if any� of the manufacturer.

8.4 Subject as expressly provided in these Conditions and except where the Goods are sold to a person dealing as a consumer �within the meaning of
the Unfair Contract Act 1977� all warranties, conditions or other terms implied by statute or common law are excluded to the fullest extent permitted
by law, and the Seller shall not accept any liability for consequential loss.

8.5 Where the Goods are sold under a consumer transaction as defined by the Consumer Transactions �Restrictions on 
Statements� �Order 1976 � the statutory rights of the Buyer are not affected by these Conditions.

8.6 any claim by the Buyer which is based on any defect in the quality or condition of the Goods or their failure to 
correspond with specification shall �whether or not delivery is refused by the Buyer� be notified to the Seller within 7 days of the date of delivery or
�where the defect or failure was not apparent on reasonable inspection� within a reasonable time after discovery of the defect or failure. If delivery is
not refused and the Buyer does not notify the Seller accordingly the Buyer shall not �except in respect of a defect or failure not apparent on reasonable
inspection� be entitled to reject the Goods and the Seller shall have no liability for such defect or failure and the Buyer shall be bound to pay the price
as if the Goods had been delivered in accordance with the Contract.

8.7 Where the Buyer wishes to make any claim in respect of any of the Seller�s Goods which is based on any defect in the quality or condition of the
Seller�s Goods or their failure to meet specification is notified to the Seller, the Buyer must return the Seller�s Goods to the Seller�s premises within 30
days of delivery �failure to do so will render any claim void� carriage paid. If the Seller accepts the claim the Seller shall be entitled to replace the
Seller�s Goods free of charge or at the Seller�s discretion refund to the Buyer the price of the Seller�s Goods but the Seller shall have no further liability
to the Buyer. Any Seller�s Goods made to special order may not be returned unless defective.

8.8 The Seller may at its sole discretion accept return of Goods for credit, provided :

8.8.1 a handling charge of 20% may be levied at the Seller�s sole discretion

8.8.2 the Goods are returned to the Seller, carriage paid, in resaleable condition.

8.9 Except in respect of death or personal injury caused by the Seller�s negligence the Seller shall not be liable to the Buyer by 
reason of any representation �except fraudulent� or any implied warranty condition or other term or any duty at common law or under the express
terms of the Contract for any indirect special or consequential loss or damage �whether for loss of profit or otherwise� costs expenses or other claims
for compensation whatsoever �whether caused by the negligence of the Seller by its employees or agents or otherwise � which arise out of or in con-
nection with the supply of the Goods or their use or resale by the Buyer or theprovision of the Services and the entire liability of the Seller under or in
connection with the Contract shall not exceed the price of the Goods or relevant Services except as expressly provided in these Conditions.

8.10 The Seller shall not be liable to the Buyer or be deemed in breach of the Contract by reason of delay in 
performing or any failure to perform any of the Sellers obligations in relation to the Goods or the provision of the Services if the delay or failure was
due to any cause beyond the Seller�s reasonable control.
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9.1 This clause applies if :

9.1.1 the Buyer makes any voluntary arrangement with its creditors or �being an individual or firm� becomes bankrupt or �being a company� becomes
subject to an administration order or goes into liquidation �otherwise than for the purposes of amalgamation or reconstruction�; or

9.1.2 an encumbrancer takes possession or a receiver or administrative receiver is appointed over any of the property or assets of the Buyer; or

9.1.3 the Buyer ceases or threatens to cease to carry on business; or

9.1.4 the Seller reasonably apprehends that any of the events mentioned above is about to occur in relation to the Buyer and notifies the Buyer 
accordingly, or suffers any action analogous to any of the foregoing events.

9.2 If this clause applies then without prejudice to any other right or remedy available to the Seller the Seller shall be entitled to cancel theContract
without any liability to the Buyer and if the Goods have been delivered but not paid for the price of the Goods shall become immediately due and payable
notwithstanding any previous agreement or arrangement to the contrary.
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Any performance details given by the Seller are based upon our experience and are such as we expect to obtain on test or as notified to the manufacturer
of the Goods. The Buyer assumes the responsibility for the capacity and performance of the Goods being sufficient and suitable for the Buyer�s purposes.
The Buyer is additionally responsible for the correct fitment, installation and servicing of the Goods.
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11.1 Neither party may assign, charge or sub contract this Agreement or any part of it without the other�s prior written consent.

11.2 Any notice required or permitted to be given by either party to the other under these Conditions shall be in writing addressed to that other party
at its registered office or principle place of business or last known address such other address as mat at the relevant time have been notified pursuant
to this provision to the party giving the notice.

11.3 No waiver by the Seller of any breach of the Contract by the Buyer shall be considered as a waiver of any subsequent breach or same or any other
provision.

11.4 If any provision of these Conditions held by any competent authority to be invalid or unenforcable in whole or in part the validity of the other 
provisions of these Conditions and the remainder of the provision in question shall not be affected.

11.5 The Contract shall be governed by the Laws of England and the Buyer agrees to submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts. 

11.6 It is the responsibility of the Buyer to ensure that the Goods ordered meet with all local requirements specific to the country they are to be used
in, including without limitation all applicable local laws and regulations. If the Goods do not meet with these requirements than they are sold for off
road / racing use only and the Buyer is referred to clause 8.2.4 for the conditions relating to such use. Subject to clause 8.9 the Seller excludes all
liability in respect of Goods sold outside the jurisdiction of England and Wales and the Buyer shall indemnify the Seller against any costs, claims, losses
or expenses arising as a result of any failure by the Buyer to comply with the obligations of this clause.

11.7 All Goods in this catalogue were not manufactured by the original equipment manufacturer or under their supervision or control. The use of the
manufacturers make and model details remain the sole property of the manufacturer. No reproduction of any such make or model descriptions, or any
images contained in this catalogue shall be made without the prior written consent of the Seller.

11.8 After the Buyer has placed an order, unless the Buyer specifically instructs the Seller otherwise in writing, the Seller will be entitled to add the
BuyerOs details, as provided on the order to itOs database, and reserves the right to contact the Buyer with further marketing 
information. the BuyerOs data will not be transferred to third parties.

11.9 Nothing in this Agreement shall confer any benefit or any right on any person who is not a party to this Agreement under the Contracts �Rights
of Third Parties� Act 1999.
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